ABSTRACT. Let K/Q be a cyclic tamely ramified extension of degree 6, then any ambiguous ideal of K has a normal basis.
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In the present paper we will prove that any ambiguous ideal of cyclic algebraic field with squarefree conductor m of degree 6 over the rationals Q has a normal basis.
First we recall some general properties of ambiguous ideals according to U l l o m [2] . Let K/F be a Galois extension of algebraic number field F with Galois group G, let Z K (resp. Z F ) be the ring of integers of K (resp. F ).
Ò Ø ÓÒº An ideal U (possibly fractional) of K is G-ambiguous or simply ambiguous if U is invariant under the action of the Galois group G.
Let P be a prime ideal of F whose decomposition into prime ideals in K is
Let Ψ(P) = p 1 p 2 . . . p g . It is known that
• Ψ(P) is ambiguous and the set of the all Ψ(P) with P prime in F , is a free basis for the group of ambiguous ideals of K • An ambiguous ideal U of K may be written in the form U O T, where T is an ideal of F and showed that Tr K/F (U ) = U ∩ F for K/F is tamely ramified. Consequently, if F is a Galois extension of Q and ideal U of K has a normal basis over the rational integers Z then U ∩ F has a normal basis over Z.
M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n
We will prove the following theorem:
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 1º Let K/Q be a cyclic tamely ramified extension of degree 6, then any ambiguous ideal of K has a normal basis.
First we will prove the following lemma: Denote by A α the circulant matrix of the element α coefficients, i.e. 
A NOTE ON NORMAL BASES OF IDEALS
The matrix A α is similar to the block matrix
Note that each of blocks is circulant and, because of the zero matrix block, the determinant of A α depends only on blocks A
, and its determinant is
Consider now element γ with norm equal to p, such element exists in Q(ζ 3 ) for all p. It is easy to see that if we replace A + α by A γ and A − α by the identity matrix, then the resulting matrix will have determinant p as we demanded.
This together with form of blocks in (1) yields the following system of linear equations
with solutions
From this it follows directly that in order to get solutions from Z the coefficient c 1 has to be odd and c 2 , c 3 even. Because we demanded
to have odd number of odd coefficients in expression of γ, but determinant of circ 3 (2 k + 1, 2 l + 1, 2 m + 1) equals to 4 z with z ∈ Z and hence could not be prime, so exactly one of c i is odd. We may always assume c 1 to be odd one, VIKTOR DUBOVSKÝ -JURAJ KOSTRA -VLADIMÍR LAZAR since in case of c 2 resp. c 3 one could multiply suchγ by ζ 3 resp. ζ 2 3 and get γ with c 1 odd.
This way we obtained element α 1 ∈ Q(ζ 6 )
. . , a 6 ) could be also obtained from the matrix identity
where
with blocks A γ is the circulant matrix representing γ, 0 is the zero matrix, E is the unit matrix and
Interchanging the roles of A γ and E we obtain
and henceforth element α 2 ∈ Q(ζ 6 )
Note that we get elements γ and 1 from Q(ζ 3 ), but this time via α 1 resp. α 2 as elements Q(ζ 6 ), so obviously for both α 1 , α 2 the sum with suitable a, especially that the congruence (4) holds. We shall prove that for elements α 1 , α 2 the same is true. Let us considerg = a
with a as above. It is easy to see, that
and as an easy consequence of that −g ≡ g 2 (mod p). Now we are in position to solve congruences
But using the relations among g andg, together with fact that a i depend on c j as a solutions of equations above, we get tables with dependence of k solving congruences (5) and solution t of congruence (4).
and the lemma is proved.
Ä ÑÑ 2º Let K be as in Theorem 1 with squarefree conductor
The proof is by the same way as the proof of [1, Lemma 2] for field extension of prime degree l.
* . The order of the group (Z/mZ) * /G equals 6 and so x 6 ∈ G. Thus we have H ⊂ G. 3 ∈ Q(ζ 3 ) is represented by circulant matrix A γ = circ 3 (1, −2, 2) and has norm equal to 13 and sum of its coefficients 1, henceforth it satisfies condition of [1] .
It is easy to find that solutions of (4) are
where the second equalities are obtained from element γ = 1 + 2 ζ 3 − 2 ζ 2 3 i.e. conjugate of γ. From this we see that matrix circ 3 (1, −2, 2) transforms basis of ideal Π to the basis of Π 2 and circ 3 (1, 2, −2) transforms basis of Π 2 to the basis of Π 3 . Using the methods described above one could obtain this five elements of Q(ζ 6 ) and henceforth transformating circulant matrices. They are written in following tables, with indices such that α i resp. A i transforms normal basis of π i to the normal basis of ideal π i+1 . A 5 = circ 6 (1, 1, 1, 0, −1, −1) (π 6 ) 2 − 11 ζ 13 + 2 ζ 
